Richmond has many examples of architecture that borrowed from Greek and Roman styles, like the Virginia State Capitol. Can you name these Greek elements visible on buildings around town?
MAZE RACE

Help the Chariot drivers find their way through the maze to win the race!
Find and circle Greek design words in the puzzle below.

Arch
Column
Eagle
Egg and dart
Fan
Greek key
Goddess
Lion
Lyre
Medallion
Rosette
Urn
Homer was a storyteller from ancient Greece who was famous for his very long tales. Can you add some color to this scene from Homer's story *The Iliad*?
MYTHICAL CREATURES

Mythical creatures are often found in Greek art and design. Draw a line from the animals you combine to create each mythical creature.
ANSWER KEY

WORD PUZZLE

ARCH
SPHINX
COLUMN
LYRE
URN
ROSETTE
GODDESS

WORD SEARCH

MAZE RACE

MYTHIC CREATURES

Sphinx
Minotaur
Pegasus
Basilisk
Griffin
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